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Sir Ken Dodd and the end of a comedy era In the 1960s and ‘70s, a Ken Dodd

Jim Bowen: Comedian and former Bullseye host dies at 80
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The largest US city in area is Juneau, Alaska, which covers 3,108 square miles. Los
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Angeles covers only 458.2 square miles.
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Mosquitoes prefer children to adults, and blondes to brunettes. Eating bananas increases
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your chances of being bitten by a mosquito.
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Summer season in B
lackpool would 
often
begin at Whitsuntide and end at Christmas.
He would play twice a day Monday to Friday,
three times on Saturday and he would be fi lling
a 3,000-seat theatre every time, a place bigger
than the London Palladium. Then, on a Sunday,
he would play another venue in another town.
Often it would be Blackpool’s northern rival
Scarborough. That’s more than a million paying
customers in total. Forty years on, his most
regular Scarborough haunt, the Futurist, is
being knocked down. The other two summer season theatres, the Floral Hall and the Opera House, have
both long since gone. However, if you want to understand Ken Dodd, it helps if you remember something
of this era at the tail end of variety and music hall. Modern comedy has split in to two. At the bottom are
the small clubs of traditional stand-up. The crowd is usually young and well lubricated. At the top are the
select band of TV stars who can play the really big tours. In Ken Dodd’s heyday, his audience were families on a week’s holiday by the seaside. Fish and chips, tea, bread and butter - and big portions - were the
normal pre-show preparation. He, in turn, would deliver big portions of comedy. Scarborough’s taxi drivers
dreaded his visits, knowing they would be waiting on the foreshore into the early hours of the morning.
Occasionally, in old r ecordings, you get a glimpse of the audience and see how many of them were older
women and relatively young children. He needed to find a way of making them all laugh. The solution
was the torrent of gags. One after another they poured down at you. If three missed their mark, then the
fourth would get you. All around you would be the sound of sustained laughter, which seemed to make
everything that bit funnier. There was a reason why, when every one of his contemporaries had long since
retired, he was still filling theatres - this was comedy that was broad, silly and brilliantly judged. He could
be slightly saucy but knew exactly how to deliver it to his family audience. Standing in the wings would
be his fiancee Anne, checking off the jokes to ensure that people were getting something relatively fresh.  
Then, even once the show was over, he would still be found backstage holding court, signing autographs
and telling yet more jokes. As I said, big portions. This was industrial-sized comedy for a world before
Benidorm and the long decline of the industrial north. In the ‘60s, the playwright John Osborne took actors
from the Royal Court to see him to show how comedy was done. Prime Minister Harold Wilson was also
once seen in the audience. And in a fascinating interview with Ken Dodd on the BBC’s Late Night Line-Up,
he was asked about the other big thing in the comedy at the time, the satire boom. He was scathing. It
was, he said, the difference between wit and humour. Wit, he felt, was barbed, with something unpleasant.
Humour was about bringing people together. Ken Dodd was always on the side of humour. BBC
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 roadcaster and comedian Jim Bowen, best
B
known for hosting darts-based game show
Bullseye in the 1980s and ‘90s, has died at
the age of 80. His wife Phyllis confirmed the
news to BBC Radio Lancashire. The former
deputy 
headmaster, who lived in North
Lancashire, began his career as a stand-up
comedian on the club circuit in the 1960s. He
became a household name when he began
presenting Bullseye in 1981. The Sunday tea
time show ran for 14 years. It attracted 17.5
million viewers at its peak and involved three pairs of contestants - with a “thrower”, who would throw
the darts, and a “knower”, who would answer general knowledge questions. Bowen became known for
catchphrases including “Super, smashing, great”, “You can’t beat a bit of Bully!” and “Let’s look at what
you could have won”. Another favourite phrase - “keep out of the black and in to the red, nothing in
this game for two in a bed” - referred to the segments of the darts board that the players had to hit.
His warm-hearted and quick-witted rapport with the contestants was a big part of the show’s appeal.
Bowen became Bullseye host after appearing on ITV show The C
 omedians, alongside the likes of Frank
Carson, Russ Abbott and Bernard Manning. He also had a number of TV acting roles, including in Muck
and Brass, Jonathan Creek, The Grimleys, and as Hoss Cartwright in the second series of Peter Kay’s
Phoenix Nights. Bowen started out as a teacher but was inspired to take up comedy after watching Ken
Dodd perform two shows - lasting a total of seven hours - one night in B
 lackpool. “I watched seven hours
of Ken Dodd and I watched him c ompletely d ecimate 7,000 people. He left them in ruins with laughter,”
he told Radio  “And I thought, that’s some feeling that he must get after that. And so I learned his act.”  
Bowen died two days after his hero. Between 1999 and 2002, Bowen presented a live morning magazine
programme on Radio L ancashire. He resigned after making a racist remark on air. Fellow comedian and
Radio Lancashire presenter Ted Robbins said he was a “very g enerous, kind man” who was “greatly
loved” by the nation. His agent Patsy Martin told the Press Association: “I will very sadly miss Jim. He was
a very lovely, genuine man.” In 2011, Bowen said he had learned to “appreciate all the things in life” after
suffering two strokes. Family friend John Pleus said Bowen died on Wednesday morning with Phyllis by
his side after several weeks in hospital. “He passed away very peacefully, she was with him. We are all
shedding a tear,” he said. In 2011, Bowen said he had learned to “appreciate all the things in life” after
suffering two strokes. Family friend John Pleus said Bowen died on Wednesday morning with Phyllis by
his side after several weeks in hospital. “He passed away very peacefully, she was with him. We are all
shedding a tear,” he said. BBC
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